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ABSTRACT 

 

NOVEL LOW SHRINKAGE THERMOPLASTIC OLEFINS WITH COOL 

PIGMENTS ADDITIVES: DESIGN, PREPARATION AND PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION 

 

Çağla GİRİŞKEN 

 

Materials Science and Nanoengineering, MSc. Thesis, 2021 

Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Yusuf Ziya Menceloğlu 

 

Keywords: Cool black surface, cool black pigments, thermoplastic polyolefins, 

plastomers, low mold shrinkage, automotive industry 

 

Energy consumption due to the excessive use of air conditioning especially in hot summer 

days, in buildings and vehicles is one of the most important considerations about 

environmental health. Particularly, the heat accumulated in the inner black parts used in 

vehicles due to the absorbed solar light highly contributes to the use of excessive air 

conditioning and causes the overheating inside the vehicle. Thermoplastic olefins (TPOs) 

is the most commonly used polymeric material in automotive industry, in these inner parts 

such as trim and dashboards, due to their better elastomeric properties. Another 

challenging problem during the production of these materials is to control the mold 

shrinkage of TPOs since these parts have very high aspect ratio. So, this thesis treats these 

two problems and try to find an optimum combined solution. The aim is to obtain 

thermoplastic olefin materials having black color with cool surface and low mold 

shrinkage. Therefore, first part of the thesis engaged in preparation of TPO formulations 

with low mold shrinkage by melt blending plastomers which have various 

physical/mechanical properties into a polyolefin phase. As a result of the structure-

function relationship study of plastomers, the TPO material with lowest mold shrinkage 

is obtained with the incorporation of plastomer having lowest crystallinity. Then, second 

part of the thesis focused on generation of cool black surface by incorporation of cool 

black pigments which have near-infrared (NIR) reflective and transparent properties into 

the formulation of TPO material with lowest mold shrinkage. After evaluation of surface 

temperature, reflectance and physical/mechanical properties, MIX_5 is considered as the 

optimum TPO compound having 28.5% decrease in surface temperature compared to 

conventional black pigments and with mold shrinkage values in parallel (0.61%) and 

perpendicular (0.11%) to flow direction.  
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ÖZET 

 

SOĞUK PİGMENT KATKI MADDELİ, DÜŞÜK KALIP ÇEKMELİ YENİ 

TERMOPLASTİK OLEFİNLER: TASARIM, HAZIRLAMA VE PERFORMANS 

DEĞERLENDİRMESİ 

 

Çağla GİRİŞKEN 

 

Malzeme Bilimi ve Nanomühendisliği, Master Tezi, 2021 

Tez Danışmanı: Prof. Dr. Yusuf Ziya Menceloğlu 

 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Soğuk siyah yüzey, soğuk siyah pigmentler, termoplastik 

poliolefinler, plastomerler, düşük kalıp çekmesi, otomotiv endüstrisi 

 

Günümüzde çevre sağlığına tehdit oluşturan en önemli etmenlerden biri özellikle yaz 

günlerinde bina ve arabalarda aşırı klima kullanımından kaynaklanan enerji tüketimidir. 

Özellikle uzun süre güneş altında bekleyen arabaların iç kısımlarında kullanılan siyah 

parçalar tarafından emilen güneş ışığı arabanın iç ısısını çok arttırmakta ve aşırı klima 

kullanımını neden olmaktadır. Diğer poliolefin malzemelere oranla daha iyi elastomerik 

özellikler gösteren Termoplasitk olefinler (TPO), arabaların iç kısımlardaki ön konsol, 

gösterge paneli ve torpido gibi alanlarda kullanılan en yaygın polimer malzemedir. Bu 

malzemelerin üretimi sırasında karşılaşılan en önemli zorluklardan biri, TPO'ların kalıp 

çekmesini kontrol etmektir çünkü bu parçalar çok yüksek en-boy oranına sahiptir. Bu 

nedenle, bu tez bahsi geçen iki sorunu ele almakta ve ortak ideal bir çözüm aramaktadır.  

Tezin amacı, düşük yüzey sıcaklığı ve kalıp çekmesine sahip siyah renkli termoplastik 

olefin malzemeler elde etmektir. Bu nedenle, tezin ilk bölümünde, çeşitli fiziksel / 

mekanik özelliklere sahip plastomerlerin bir poliolefin faz içerisine eritilerek 

karıştırılmasıyla düşük kalıp çekmesine sahip TPO malzemelerinin hazırlanmasını 

üzerine çalışılmıştır . Plastomerlerin yapı-fonksiyon ilişkisi çalışması sonucunda, en 

düşük kristalleşme derecesine sahip plastomerin katılmasıyla en düşük kalıp çekmesine 

sahip TPO malzeme elde edilmiştir. Tezin ikinci bölümünde ise, yakın kızılötesi (NIR) 

ışınları yansıtıcı ve geçirici özelliklere sahip soğuk siyah pigmentlerin, en düşük kalıp 

çekmesine sahip TPO malzeme formülüne katılmasıyla soğuk siyah yüzeye sahip TPO 

malzemeler oluşturmaya odaklanmıştır. Yüzey sıcaklığı, yüzeyden yansıma ve 

fiziksel/mekanik özelliklerin değerlendirilmesinden sonra, MIX_5, geleneksel siyah 

pigmentlere göre yüzey sıcaklığında %28,5 düşüş ve akışa paralel ve dik yönlerde 

sırasıyla % 0,61 ve %0,1 değerlerinde kalıp çekmeye sahip optimum TPO bileşiği elde 

edilmiştir.  
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CHAPTER 1 

1.State of Purpose 

Climate change and deterioration of microclimate in urban areas pose serious threats for 

human and environmental health since they lead to global warming. The heat 

accumulated in the atmosphere causes higher temperature increase in urban areas, 

especially in hot summer days, which leads to overuse of air conditioning at indoor space 

such as buildings and vehicles. Due to that excessive use, air conditioning is responsible 

for the 30–50% of the total electric energy consumption [1,2]. Especially, air conditioning 

usage in vehicles, which are exposed to sunlight for a long period of time in hot summer 

days, is inevitable. Increasing population, traffic volume and the time spent in traffic 

create need of comfort which results in constantly working air conditions [3]. Beyond the 

comfort, health and safety of the driver is strongly depends on the vehicle indoor 

environment temperature and humidity. So, the air conditioning used in vehicles 

significantly causes a serious energy consumption [4].  

Indoor temperature increase in vehicles is commonly caused by the absorbed sunlight 

heat by the black or dark colored inside plastic parts such as dashboards, door panels and 

arm set etc. Since these parts should have black or dark color in order to prevent the 

distraction of the driver because of the reflecting sunlight if these parts have white or light 

color. However, these parts, having black color, absorb the heat as well as the light 

coming from the sun, cause over heating of the cabin and encourage use of air 

conditioning. So, as represented in Figure 1, a possible solution for this problem can be 

considered as obtaining cool black surface which absorbs the visible light region of the 

light spectrum for black color view but reflects the NIR region of the light spectrum which 

is responsible for heating. Since the NIR region corresponds to higher wavelength of the 

light spectrum, it has lower energy which decreases the motion of particles. Due to that 

property, NIR dissipates it’s energy in the form of heat. Also, NIR region having the 

highest percentage in the sunlight spectrum, it highly contributes to the temperature rise 

[5].  
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of possible solution for surface heating of black parts 

Another problem about these inner parts of the vehicles lies in their production period. 

Thermoplastic olefins (TPOs), having better elastomeric properties, are the most 

commonly used polymeric materials for the production of these parts. However, since 

these parts have very high aspect ratio, controlling their mold shrinkage during the 

production is one of the most challenging problems in automotive industry [6,7].  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of mold shrinkage in automotive inner parts [8] 

So, this thesis treats these two problems and try to find an optimum combined solution. 

Therefore, the aim of the thesis is to create TPO materials having cool black surface with 

low mold shrinkage. In line with this purpose, this thesis is composed of two major parts 

where the first part involves the preparation of TPO formulations with low mold 

shrinkage and the second part treats the incorporation of cool black pigment fillers into 

the TPO material with low mold shrinkage values in order to obtain cool black surface.  

Problem Solution 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of progressive production of TPO materials having 

cool black surface with low mold shrinkage 

As represented in Figure 3, the first part of the thesis is the production of TPO material 

with low mold shrinkage. Since TPOs are composition of a polyolefinic and an  

elastomeric phase, polypropylene (PP) was used as polyolefinic phase and plastomers 

were used as elastomeric phase. Based upon the idea that morphology of polymers can 

effect their final functions and properties, TPO formulations were genererated by 

incorporation of plastomers having different physical, mechanical and morphological 

properties and compounded with polypropylene by melt mixing method. Prior to 

compounding, structural analysis of plastomers were conducted in order to observe the 

effect of plastomer structure on the functions and properties of the final TPO material, 

especially on mold shrinkage. Then, in the second part, cool black pigment incorporation 

into previously obtained TPO material wtih low mold shrinakge was realised. Two types 

of cool black pigments, which are NIR reflective and NIR transparant, were investigated. 

Their surface temperature and reflectance behaviors in TPO material were compared to 

the those of TPO materials with conventional pigments such as carbon black which is 

used due to its best black color in industry and titanium dioxide which is mostly preffered 

due to its white color and best reflectance values. Comparison with compounds having 

carbon black showed the recovery at the surface temperature and reflectance values 

despite to a black colored material and comparison with compounds having titanium 

dioxide showed at which extent the black materials’ properties approached to the values 

of white materials which are considered as the best. In addition to surface temperature 

Polypropylene Plastomer
Moulded pla ue with 

low mold shrinkage

Moulded pla ue with low 

mold shrinkage   cool

black surface

Cool black pigments

Par   Preparation of TPO material with low

mold shrinkage

Par   Preparation of TPO material having

cool black surface with low mold shrinkage
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and reflectance measurements, mechanical properties and mold shrinkage of the TPO 

compounds with were also studied.  

As a result of these two studies, an optimum compound having low mold shrinkage and 

cool black surface was obtained.   

 

First part of this thesis has been published in the following form and the second part is 

under preparation or submission process: 

Girişken Ç. Avaz Seven S. Ersoy O.G. Menceloğlu Y.Z. Investigation of Structure-

Morphology-Function Relationship of Plastomers Used to Produce Low Mold Shrinkage 

Thermoplastic Olefins. European Polymer Journal.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

2. Investigation of Structure-Morphology-Function Relationship of Plastomers 

Used to Produce Low Mold Shrinkage Thermoplastic Olefins 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Thermoplastic Polyolefins (TPOs) are a type of thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) 

containing a polyolefin thermoplastic component such as polypropylene (PP) or 

polyethylene (PE) and an olefin copolymer such as rubber, elastomer, plastomer etc. [9]. 

Also, additives such as talc, fiberglass, carbon fiber, oil or pigments can be incorporated 

in TPOs in order to obtain desired mechanical and thermal properties. Compounding of 

these materials yields a multiphase structure where the polyolefin thermoplastic part is 

the continuous matrix that ensures tensile strength and rigidity whereas the olefin 

copolymer and the additive parts are the dispersed components which impart elastomeric 

properties such as flexibility, resilience and toughness [9,10]. 

Application areas of TPOs are automotive industry, roofing and etc. due to their flexible 

structures and easy processability by injection molding [11]. Particularly, TPOs are 

commonly used as bumper covers, exterior fascia, air dams and other trim, dashboard 

skins and airbag covers in automotive industry [9,12,13]. Especially dashboards 

combining many components and providing structural integrity to the vehicle, the 

dimensional stability, mold shrinkage and mechanical performances of TPOs used in 

these parts are very important. Most of the automotive specifications state that the mold 

shrinkage values should not exceed 0.8-1.2% and the minimum values should be for 

mechanical properties such as tensile strength at 10 MPa, elongation value at 350-400% 

and hardness values between 56-65 shore D [14,15,16]. So, the challenge in production 

of these parts is to obtain low mold shrinkage while keeping required mechanical 

properties [13,17]. For instance, TPO materials targeted to be used in the automotive parts 

like bumpers, body panels, dashboards, and door claddings, were studied by 

Grestenberger et al. who prepared PP/EPR blends as TPO materials targeting to 

investigate the effect of phase morphology on the mold shrinkage of plates. However, the 

mold shrinkage values were not managed to be reduced under 1% [18]. 
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As dispersed elastomeric part, plastomers can be used in TPO compounds since they 

provide additional advantages than elastomers. They carry both the rubber like property 

of elastomers and the ease of processability of plastics. Plastomers contain considerably 

amorphous phases in their structure with low crystallinity which originate from the  

destruction of the inherent crystallinity of dominant monomer by addition of another 

monomer in minor amounts leading to amorphous segments along the polymer chain [19]. 

Addition of minor monomers such as octene or butene into the structure of dominant 

phase of ethylene, ensures the increase in amorph phase of plastomers since they change 

the branching or packing properties of the plastomers. These structural modifications lead 

to decrease in crystallinity and hence provide lower mold shrinkage of the final product 

[20]. Thus, the function and properties of final TPO product is highly dependent on the  

morphology and molecular structure of the incorporated plastomers. 

One of the best tools to identify the relationship between the structure, morphology and 

function of polymers is to conduct their computational studies such as molecular dynamic 

(MD) simulations. Since they provide the opportunity to understand the crystallization 

behavior of chain molecules in polymer systems, they can be considered as a promising 

tool because physical and mechanical properties of crystalline polymers are controlled by 

their crystal structures, degrees of crystallinity, and morphologies [21]. The information 

such as molecular trajectories, chain length, chain folds, side chains and branching 

obtained from MD simulation ensure a better understanding of crystalline structure of a 

polymer [22]. For instance, the study conducted by Avaz et al. investigate the effect of 

soft segment chain length on the morphology of PEO based poly(urethane urea) 

copolymers with the help of MD simulations and found that the relation between the 

structure and property of copolymer is controlled by a critical chain length [23]. Also, 

Yang et al. treats the effect of side chain groups on crystallinity by conducting the MD 

simulations of polyethylene/fullerene (PE/C60) nanocomposites containing various 

fullerene contents as side groups and observed that increasing C60 content decreases the 

crystallinity of PE/C60 nanocomposites [24]. 

In this part of the thesis, the main objective is to develop the optimum TPO formulation(s) 

with low mold shrinkage and required physical and mechanical properties because it is 

one of the most challenging problems in automotive industry since the parts having very 

high aspect ratio such as bumper, exterior trims, glass run channel are produced by those 

materials [25].  
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In the light of this purpose, major reasons for mold shrinkage were considered as the 

effect of elastomeric content load in TPO formulations, in this case the plastomer load, 

effect of the crystallinity of incorporated plastomer and the effect of flow (MFI) property 

of plastomer. So, prior to compounding, structural analysis and MD simulation studies 

were conducted in order to investigate the structural mechanism of plastomers which 

affect the properties of final TPO products formulated with these plastomers. Then TPO 

compounds were prepared by incorporation of plastomers having different tensile 

strength, melt flow index (MFI), hardness and crystallinity which is the most important 

and the determinant parameter for the mold shrinkage. Mechanical and thermal test 

results were studied. 

 

2.2. Experimental Process 

2.2.1. Materials 

Copolymer polypropylene (PPC) which was used as thermoplastic polyolefin component, 

named ISPLEN™ PB 180 G2M was supplied from Repsol Company. It has 20 g/10min. 

MFI, 25 MPa tensile strength and 60 Shore D hardness values. Plastomers having same 

chemical formula, ethylene-1-octene, with different properties such as octene content, 

crystallinity, hardness, melt flow index (MFI) and tensile strength and elongation at break 

were chosen from Engage series supplied by Dow Chemicals Company. Properties of 

four chosen plastomers, incorporated in TPO formulations, are represented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Properties of plastomers used in TPO formulations [26,27,28,29] 

Property Engage 8100 Engage 8540 Engage 8842 Engage 8407 

Density (g/cm³) 0.87 0.90 0.85 0.87 

MFI (g/10min.) 1 1 1 30 

Crystallinity (%) 18 34 13 21 

Hardness (Shore D) 22 47 11 20 

Tensile Strength  (MPa) 9.76 27.90 3 3 

Tensile Elongation  (%) 810 750 1200 1000 

Octene Content (%)  38 17 45 40 
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2.2.2. Compounding and Specimen Production 

12 different TPO formulations were generated by incorporation of PP and four chosen 

plastomers in different load. All the components were melt-mixed in the compounding 

machine (Twin Screw Extruder, Coperion ZSK 32). L/D ratio of the machine is 44 and 

the screw diameter is 32 mm. Barrel temperatures were set to 160-190 ⁰C and screw 

speeds were set to 65 rpm. The melt was cut into pellets at the die head by underwater 

pelletizing system. The formulations of TPO compounds with different loading levels of 

PP and plastomers (30%, 50% and 70% ) were represented in Table 2.  

Table 2. TPO compounds with various plastomer load 

Composition PP A B C D E F G H I J K L 

Polypropylene 100 30 30 30 30 50 50 50 50 70 70 70 70 

Engage 8100  70    50    30    

Engage 8540   70    50    30   

Engage 8842    70    50    30  

Engage 8407     70    50    30 

 

Specimen production was done by molding of the pellets by injection molding machine 

(ENGEL Victory 90). Injection parameters were set as barrel temperature of 180-190 °C, 

injection velocity at 25 mm/s and injection pressure at 55-60 bar. Molded specimens are 

thin square plaques having dimensions as 130x130 mm, thick plaques having 130 mm 

length and 6 mm width and the dog bone tensile test samples, which were cut from the 

square plaques, with 115 mm length and 2 mm thickness according to ISO 37 [30]. 

2.2.3. Characterization Methods 

Characterization part contains structural analysis of plastomers by NMR and molecular 

dynamic simulations and mechanical and thermal measurements for 12 TPO samples. 

2.2.3.1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 

Structural analysis of plastomers was performed by Varian Inova 500 MHz NMR 

Spectrometer. Homogeneous solutions of plastomer samples were obtained by 

dissolution of plastomers in deuterated chloroform (CDCL3) which placed in an 
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ultrasonic bath which was set to 40 ̊C and mixed with a vortex mixer. Then 1H NMR 

measurements of these solutions were conducted. The subunit ratios of plastomers 

structures were calculated by the comparison areas under the NMR peaks.  

2.2.3.2. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations 

The molecular chain conformation of plastomers obtained from NMR were used in MD 

simulations which were performed by Materials Studio 6.0 package [31]. Geometrically 

optimized plastomer chains by Smart Algorithm were put in simulation boxes created by 

using Amorphous Cell (AC) Construction [32] tool. 10 chains were loaded in these cubic 

boxes which have length of 25.4 Å and cut-off distance of 12.5 Å having temperature at 

298 K and the density as 0.86 g/cm3. Then, Equilibrium Simulations and Production MD 

Simulations by these AC constructions which were run by Universal Forcefield Forcite 

dynamic calculation tool [33]. Simulation parameters were adjusted specifically for each 

simulation such as for Equilibrium Simulation, canonical ensemble (NVT) was chosen, 

atomic velocities were set to random and total simulation time to 150 ps. Following this, 

Production MD Simulations was conducted in isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT), 

velocities were set to current (last frame of NVT ensemble) and total simulation time was 

set to 1 ns. Both of these simulations were carried out at 1 atm pressure and temperature 

at 298 K using Andersen-Berendsen thermostat-barostat [34,35].  

Equilibrium and Production MD simulations of PP were also conducted at the same 

conditions as plastomers, only changing density into 0.89 g/cm3. Density fields, the Radii 

of Gyration [36] analysis realized made from Production MD simulation outputs. 

Additionally Flory-Huggins Parameter [37] calculation was made from the Hildebrand 

solubility parameters [38] obtained from Cohesive Energy Density (CED) [39] 

calculation tool.  

The calculation of Hildebrand solubility parameter (δ) and Flory-Huggins interaction 

parameter (χ) were represented below [23]: 

 δ =√
𝐸𝑐𝑜ℎ

𝑉
  = √𝐶𝐸𝐷                   𝜒𝑖𝑗  =  

𝑉𝑀

𝐾𝐵𝑇
  (𝛿𝑖 -  𝛿𝑗)

2                            

where Ecoh and CED represent cohesive energy and cohesive energy density, 

respectively for solubility parameter calculation and VM is the molecular volume of 

plastomers. 
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MD simulations were carried out for a set of molecules that contains four plastomers used 

in formulations. The backbone length was kept constant at 26 carbon atoms. This set of 

molecules, which is represented in Table 3, were named according to octene and ethylene 

content where the number after “O” signifies the number of octene side chain and the 

number after “E” signifies the ethylene branching. Also MD simulations of plastomers 

with highest and lowest crystallinity in PP matrix which corresponds to TPO samples 

were studied. Similar nomenclature system was applied for these samples such as number 

after PP signifies the PP load and the number after plastomer code signifies the plastomer 

load. This additional nomenclature for TPO samples having highest and lowest 

crystallinity plastomers, different than the ones given in Table 2, was used only for the 

interpretation behavior of plastomers in PP matrix and aims a better understanding of 

structure-function relationship of these chosen samples. These samples were represented 

in Table 4 with both nomenclature.  

Table 3. MD Simulation dataset of plastomers according octene/ethylene content 

 

Table 4. MD Simulation dataset of plastomers in PP matrix according to PP and 

plastomers % loading 

        PP-O3E0 (13% cryst.)   PP-O1E1 (34% cryst.) 

MD Dataset 

for plastomers in PP 

PP30-

O3E070 

(C) 

PP50-

O3E050 

(G) 

PP70-

O3E030 

(K) 

PP30-

O1E170 

(B) 

PP50-

O1E150 

(F) 

PP70-

O1E130 

(J) 

Plastomer Load (%) 70 50 30 70 50 30 

PP Load (%) 30 50 70 30 50 70 

 

 

 

MD Dataset  

for plastomers 

 

O1E0 

 

O2E0 

 

O3E0 

 

O5E0 

 

O1E1 

 

O1E2 

Octene side chain 1 2 3 5 1 1 

Ethylene side chain 0 0 0 0 1 2 
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2.2.3.3. Mechanical Measurements 

For mechanical properties of samples a universal tensile testing machine (Zwick Roell 

Z010) having test speed is 500 mm/min. and gage length with 25 mm, according to ISO 

37, was used. Properties such as 100% modulus, 300% modulus, tensile strength at break 

and elongation at break were measured by using dog bone tensile test with 115 mm of 

length and 2 mm thickness. 

2.2.3.4. Thermal Measurements 

As thermal tests: melting temperature (Tm) and crystallization temperature (Tc) in ⁰C, 

enthalpy of melting (ΔHm) and enthalpy of crystallization (ΔHc) in J/g measurements were 

done by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (Mettler Toledo DSC 3). The measurements 

were conducted at temperatures between -80 and 200 °C at heating or cooling rate of 40 

K/min. under nitrogen environment with 50 ml/min gas flow rate according to ISO 11357-

3. The melting enthalpy and the crystallization enthalpy values were used to calculate the 

crystallinity of the plastomer and PP in the compounds by the following formulas [40]; 

 

 𝑋𝐶,ℎ =
∆𝐻𝑚

∆𝐻𝑚
° ∗ 100                           𝑋𝐶,𝑐 =

∆𝐻𝑐

∆𝐻𝑐
° ∗ 100      

 

where ΔHm, ΔH⁰m, ΔHc, ΔH⁰c are the melting enthalpy, latent heat of melting value of 

%100 crystalline PP, the enthalpy of crystallization and the latent heat of crystallization 

value of %100 crystalline PP, respectively. Latent heat of fusion and crystallization were 

taken as 207 J/g as indicated in literature [40]. Also, XC,h and XC,c indicate the degree of 

crystallinity resulting from heating and cooling cycles, respectively. The degree of 

crystallinity of plastomers in the compound were also calculated likewise. Before 

crystallinity calculation of plastomers, knowing the crystallinity percent of the analyzed 

plastomer, the latent heat of fusion and crystallization of 100% plastomers were 

calculated from DSC curves. Following the crystallinity calculations, the results of the 

difference between the crystallinity coming from ΔH(melting) and ΔH(crystallization) 

for both PP and plastomer were evaluated.   

2.2.3.5. Hardness Measurements 

For hardness measurements an automatic hardness tester (Gibitre Shore D Hardness 

Tester) was used and measurements were conducted by using the plaques with 6 mm 

thickness. According to ISO 7619-1, the average of the hardness values obtained from 
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three different points of the plaques by application of 5 kg of force for 15 seconds with 

the needle at the tip of the instrument were reported as the actual hardness value for TPO 

samples. 

2.2.3.6. Mold Shrinkage Measurements 

Mold shrinkage values of the samples were obtained by calculation of the ratio between 

the corresponding length of standard mold and the corresponding length of the square 

plaques for both parallel and perpendicular to flow directions by using a digital caliper 

(Mitutoyo NTD25-20AX). Then, mold shrinkage value was expressed in percentage. 

 

2.3. Results and Discussion 

This part of the thesis involves the results of structural analysis of plastomers and 

physical, mechanical, and thermal properties of the samples which contains these 

plastomers.  

2.3.1. Structural Characterization of Plastomers  

Structural analysis of plastomers involves NMR and MD simulations. With the help of 

NMR analyses, octene and/or ethylene content present in the structure of plastomers were 

calculated. Then, by looking at octene and/or ethylene content results, MD simulations of 

these structures were conducted in order to observe the effect of octene and ethylene 

content of plastomers on their crystallinity and moreover the effect of plastomer 

crystallinity in PP matrix. The octene content examination was done by MD simulations 

of plastomer molecules containing 1 to 5 octene side chains and without ethylene 

branching, such as O1E0, O2E0, O3E0 and O5E0. In a similar way, the effect of ethylene 

branching was studied by MD simulations of plastomer molecules having 1 to 2 ethylene 

side chains with constant octene side chains such as O1E1 and O1E2 and compared with 

O1E0. 

2.3.1.1. NMR Analysis of Plastomers 

For the calculation of octene and/or ethylene side chain content by NMR peaks, length of 

octene and ethylene side chains and length of backbone were estimated. The steps of 

calculating the octene and/or ethylene side chain content is as the following: 
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Step 1: Calculation of the number of octene and/or ethylene side chain by the number of 

hydrogens represented with the total area under the peak between 0.95 – 0.75 ppm since 

it signifies the hydrogens coming from CH3 that are ending groups. 

Step 2: 6 hydrogens coming from the two sides of the backbone end groups were 

eliminated in order to calculate side end group hydrogens.  

Step 3: Then the number of hydrogens were divided by 3 since a side ending group 

contains 3 hydrogens (CH3). (*) The decision of whether these hydrogens coming from 

octene or ethylene side chain was made according to further calculation such as octene 

content and corresponding crystallinity of plastomer. The found values were compared to 

the literature information.  

Step 4: Length of backbone was calculated the number of carbons at the backbone from 

the calculation of number of hydrogens represented with the area under the peak between 

1.45 – 1.10 coming from CH₂.  

Step 5: The number of hydrogens at backbone was found by subtracting the number 

hydrogens and carbons at the side chains (total # of hydrogen – (# of  hydrogen * # octene 

side chains)).  

Step 6: The number of carbons at backbone was calculated by dividing the number of 

hydrogens at the backbone by 2 since every carbon at backbone contains 2 hydrogens.  

Step 7: After finding the total number of carbons (a) and hydrogens (b) on one molecule 

by summing up the carbons and hydrogens coming from backbone, backbone end groups, 

side chains and junctions which is equal to the side chain number, the total molecular 

weight of the molecule (c) and the molecular weight of octene side chains were calculated 

(d). Finally the ratio between the molecular weight of octene side chains and the total 

molecule gave the octene content of the treated plastomer (e). This calculation is 

represented in Table 5 for each plastomer with the corresponding steps.  
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Table 5. Octene and ethylene content calculation 

 Calculation  

Steps 

Engage 

8842 

Engage 

8100 

Engage 

8407 

Engage 

8540 

 (1) Total # of H 

from CH3  

17 12 16 13 

 (2) # of H from 

CH3 at side chain  

11 6 10 7 

Octene/Ethylene 

Calculation 

(3) # of octene side 

chain 

3 2 2 1 

 (3*) # of ethylene 

side chain 

0 0 1 1 

 (4) Total # of H 

from CH2 

85 68 40 86 

Backbone Length 

Calculation 

(5) # of hydrogen 

at backbone 

55 48 30 76 

 (6) # of carbon at 

backbone 

27 24 15 38 

Octene Content 

Calculation 

(7a) Total # of 

carbon 

50 40 28 49 

 (7b) Total # of 

hydrogen 

102 82 58 100 

 (7c) Total 

Molecular Weight 

702 562 394 688 

 (7d) Total octene 

molecular weight 

336 224 112 112 

 (7e) Octene 

Content (%) 

47.8 39.8 28.4 16.2 
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According to the octene and ethylene side chain content analysis results of plastomers, 

one can observe that plastomers having same type of ethylene-1-octene chemical formula 

can have different number of octene side chains and different number of ethylene 

branching that affect their octene content. The clarification of plastomer structures are 

ensured by the comparison of NMR octene content calculations to the TDS octene content 

values, explained in Table 1, by obtaining accurate number of octene and ethylene side 

chains with respect to their octene contents. The possible conformations of plastomer are 

represented in Figure 4. 

 

                                                                (a) 

 

       (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) 

(d) 

  

Figure 4. Schematics of estimated molecular structures of plastomers (a) ENGAGE 

8842 (b) ENGAGE 8100 (c) ENGAGE 8407 (d) ENGAGE 8540 
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In order to avoid commercial names, depending on the octene and ethylene side chains 

numbers of plastomers, abbreviations such as O3E0 for ENGAGE 8842, O2E0 for 

ENGAGE 8100, O1E2 for ENGAGE 8407 and O1E1 for ENGAGE 8540 are assigned. 

These abbreviations and the relationship between the structure, MFI value, crystallinity 

and octene content of the plastomers are represented in Table 6. It is observed that 

decreasing octene content increases the crystallinity. Also, the backbone chain length 

explains the MFI value difference between O1E2 (Figure 2c) and other plastomers where 

an increase in MFI value (30 g/10min.) corresponds to shorter backbone chain of O1E2 

than other plastomers which have either lower MFI value (1 g/10min.).   

 

Table 6. Abbreviations of plastomers according to octene and ethylene content  

Engage 

Code 

Abbreviation MFI 

(g/10min.) 

Crystallinity 

(%) 

Octene Content 

(wt%) 

8842 O3E0 1 13 47.8 

8100 O2E0 1 18 39.8 

8407 O1E2 30 21 28.4 

8540 O1E1 1 34 26.2 

 

2.3.1.2. MD Simulations of Plastomers 

Figure 5 represents the radii of gyration analysis of the plastomers which are obtained 

from the production MD simulations of plastomers carried out by the structures obtained 

from NMR analysis. According to Figure 5a, one can observe that Rg has a decreasing 

trend with increasing octene content in plastomers. This trend can be explained as 

increasing octene content causes plastomer chains to fold up, get a packed conformation 

and generate a cluster of molecule chains which can be seen in Figure 5c. This clustered 

structure prevents alignment of polymer chains and decrease the crystallinity as 

represented in Figure 5a. However, as seen in Figure 5b, the ethylene content addition, 

increases the Rg value which means that plastomer chains extend and become aligned as 

shown in Figure 5d. The alignment of these chains promote increase in crystallinity values 

since O1E1 and O1E2 have higher crystallinity values than O2E0 and O3E0 plastomers. 

Also, Figure 5 shows the Flory Huggins parameters of plastomers against polypropylene 

which has the same chain length as plastomers. The compatibility between plastomers 
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and PP in the matrix is studied by Flory Huggins parameter. According to Figure 5a, an 

increase in the octene content decreases the Flory Huggins parameter of corresponding 

plastomer against PP. Since decreasing Flory Huggins parameter corresponds to 

increasing compatibility [41], one can deduce from Figure 5a that plastomer, which have 

lower crystallinity values according to Table 6, becomes more compatible with PP. 

However, Figure 5b shows that any increase in ethylene content cause an increase in  

Flory Huggins parameter which states for the decrease in the compatibility between PP 

and plastomers that have higher crystallinity. So, as a results of Figure 5, as the Rg value 

gets lower Rg and plastomer has clustered structure as shown in Figure 5a and 5c, PP and 

plastomer with low crystallinity become more compatible. On the other hand, as Rg value 

gets higher and plastomer has more extended structure with higher ethylene content, PP 

and the plastomer with high crystallinity become less compatible as shown in Figure 5b 

and 5d.  
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                                                                 (a)                                                                                                    (b) 

 

 

 

 

  (c)                                                                                                   (d) 

Figure 5. Radii of Gyration (Rg) and Flory Huggins Parameter values obtained from MD simulations with respect to  octene (a) and ethylene 

(b) contents of plastomers and 3D chemical structures of plastomers selected from MD simulations represent packed O3E0 (c) and extended 

O1E1 (d) conformations. The chemical structures are in ball-and-stick representations where C and H atoms are represented in gray and 

white, respectively. Remaining plastomer molecules present in MD simulation boxes are turned off for better visualization.

O2E0 (18% cryst.) 

O3E0 (13% cryst.) 

O1E1 (34% cryst.) 

O1E2 (21% cryst.) 
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Moreover, in order to examine the behavior of plastomers in PP matrix, MD simulations 

of plastomer + PP matrix in the compound form were carried out for compounds that 

contain plastomers with lowest (O3E0 with 13% cryst.) and highest crystallinity (O1E1 

with 34% cryst.). The Rg values of PP and plastomer in these compound were analyzed 

and their density fields with increasing plastomer content in the compound were studied. 

According to Figure 6a and 6b, the Rg of plastomer is higher than the Rg of PP for both 

of the compounds containing high and low crystalline plastomers. This behavior results 

from the Rg values of plastomers in neat form (Fig. 5a, Fig. 5b) due to their octene and 

ethylene contents. That is to say, as represented in Figure 6a, Rg value of PP decreases 

and its structure gets more clustered as the Rg value of low crystalline plastomer increases 

with increasing plastomer load. The density fields of MD simulations with low crystalline 

plastomer at low loading level supports this behavior since there is a formation of an 

interpenetrating structure as shown in Figure 6c. However, higher load of the same 

plastomer in PP matrix causes PP chains to become more packed and forms clusters in 

plastomer network. So, these clusters are unable align and get crystallize. On the contrary, 

as shown in Figure 6b, the difference between Rg values of plastomer and PP decreases 

with increasing plastomer load of high crystallinity. As shown in Figure 6d, as the Rg 

values of PP and plastomer get close, the structure becomes more interpenetrated with 

increasing plastomer load. Also, increasing plastomer load encourage both PP and 

plastomer to become more aligned and show phase separation at highest plastomer load. 

 

(a)                                                                      (b) 
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               5 nm                                             5 nm                                               5nm 

       PP70-O3E030                              PP50-O3E050                                PP30-O3E070                                                    
 

 (c) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               5 nm                                   5 nm                                      5 nm 

    PP70-O1E130                                  PP50-O1E150                              PP30-O1E170 

                               

                                                                           (d) 

 

Figure 6. Effect of plastomer load on radii of gyration obtained from MD simulations (a) 

with plastomer having lowest crystallinity (O3E0), and (b) with plastomer having highest 

crystallinity (O1E1) and representation of density fields of MD simulations of plastomers 

(green) + PP (red, in stick representation) matrix with increasing plastomer load for (c) 

lowest crystalline plastomer (O3E0), (d) highest crystalline plastomer (O1E1). 3D 

molecular structures of plastomers were turned off for better visualization. 
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2.3.2. Physical and Mechanical Characterization of TPO Compounds  

Physical and mechanical characterization of the TPO samples from A to L that contains 

the investigated plastomers at 30%, 50% and 70% loading levels were investigated. The 

effect of the crystallinity and MFI value of plastomers depending on their different 

chemical structures, on physical and mechanical properties were examined.  

2.3.2.1. Physical Characterization 

Physical characterization contains the mold shrinkage results of TPO compounds. Figure 

7 represents the effects of plastomer loading on mold shrinkage values. Figure 7a to 

Figure 7c show effect of plastomer with constant low MFI value (1 g/10min.) but different 

crystallinity on mold shrinkage whereas Figure 7d shows effect of plastomer having high 

MFI (30 g/10min.) value and medium crystallinity. 

As shown in Figure 7a, the anisotropy and mold shrinkage values decrease with the 

incorporation of plastomer having high crystallinity value (34%) at low loading level 

when compared to other loading levels but increase with the increasing loading level. 

However, as seen in Figure 7b and Figure 7c, mold shrinkage values and anisotropy 

decrease with increasing loading level when plastomers with medium and low 

crystallinity values (18% and 13%) are incorporated. Even, at the highest loading level 

(70%), the anisotropy disappears and the minimum mold shrinkage values are  obtained 

especially in the case of O3E0 incorporation. So, since similar results are reported by 

Warner et al. [9], one can conclude that the anisotropy and the mold shrinkage values in 

both parallel and perpendicular directions decrease as the crystalline phase decreases and 

amorphous phase increases in the material. This behavior can be explained in such a way 

that when the crystallinity of the material increases the mold shrinkage values also 

increases because during the cooling down process of polymer having high crystallinity, 

crystals form and shrink much more than the amorphous regions. The difference between 

the shrinkage rates of crystalline and amorphous phases causes an imbalance in the 

material and a net increase in shrinkage [42,43]. In the meantime, this behavior is 

supported by MD simulation results since plastomers with low crystallinity, increases its 

own Rg but decreases the Rg of PP in the compound with increasing plastomer load. So, 

PP become more packed and forms clusters which are unable to be aligned and get 

crystalline. So, the mold shrinkage value decreases with the use of low crystalline 

plastomers. 
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Two of the plastomers having medium crystallinity (O2E0 (18%) and O1E2 (21%)) with 

one of them having low (1 g/10min.) and one of them having high (30 g/10min.) MFI 

value, respectively are chosen to observe the effect of MFI value of plastomer on mold 

shrinkage. Figure 7b and 7d represent the mold shrinkage values in perpendicular and 

parallel directions of compounds containing O2E0 and O1E2 respectively, with different 

loading levels. When these two graphs are compared the minimum mold shrinkage values 

in both directions and the minimum anisotropy is found in Figure 7d, with the addition of 

plastomer having high MFI and medium crystallinity value at 50% loading level. So, the 

optimum loading level can be considered as 50% because the mold shrinkage values at 

parallel direction and the anisotropy increases at low and high loading levels of plastomer 

O1E2. This mold shrinkage behavior difference of plastomers O2E0 and O1E2 stems 

from the relation of MFI with molecular weight of the material. Despite to similar 

crystallinity values, lower mold shrinkage values of the plastomer with higher MFI value 

can be explained in such a way: high MFI value corresponds low molecular weight or 

shorter polymer chain. Figure 4c shows that plastomer named O1E2, with high MFI 

value, has a shorter chain structure  than other plastomers having longer chains and low 

MFI value. Also, as represented in Figure 5, O1E2 has higher Rg than O2E0 which shows 

that the chains of O1E2 are in a shorter but more extended state whereas the chains of 

O2E0 are longer and more packed with lower Rg. Since shorter and extended chains are 

more prone to disrupt PP matrix, they can prevent the formation of the crystalline 

structure of PP and mold shrinkage [32]. The difference of mold shrinkage between 

loading levels of O1E2 can be explained by the behavior difference of the chains of 

plastomer in PP matrix depending on the loading level. The reason of anisotropy at low 

loading level may come from the lack of enough plastomer content in matrix which leads 

to insufficient disruption of crystalline phase of PP. This results in insufficient decrease 

of the mold shrinkage in parallel direction. However, despite to its high MFI value, same 

plastomer has high mold shrinkage values at high loading level which may result from 

the formation of crystalline phase by plastomer itself due to higher Rg value and extended 

chain structure as represented in Figure 5b and 5d. These characteristics show that, despite 

to its higher crystallinity than O2E0, O1E2 has its lowest mold shrinkage values and 

isotropy at 50% loading level due to its short molecular chain and high MFI value.
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     (a)                                                                                                      (b) 

 

 

       

 

 

 

      (c)                                                                                            (d) 

Figure 7. Plastomer load vs. mold shrinkage of samples (a) O1E1 (34% crystallinity and 1 g/10min. MFI) (b) O2E0 (18% crystallinity and 

1 g/10min. MFI) (c) O3E0 (13% crystallinity and 1 g/10min. MFI) (d) O1E2 (21% crystallinity and 30 g/10min. MFI) 
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2.3.2.2. Mechanical Characterization 

Figure 8 represents the results of mechanical characterization such as tensile strength, 

100% and 300% modulus, elongation at break, tear strength and hardness of TPO 

compounds at different plastomer loading levels (30%, 50% and 70%) with plastomers 

having different crystallinity and MFI value.  

Figure 8a shows that at low plastomer loading, tensile strength values of compounds with 

each plastomer decreases but after 50% and higher plastomer loading levels the tensile 

strength values depend on the crystallinity of the incorporated plastomer. The highest 

tensile strength value is obtained with the compound containing the plastomer with 

highest crystallinity (O1E1) at 70% loading whereas other compounds with rest of the 

plastomers having lower crystallinity show lower tensile strength values. This behavior 

can be explained in such a way that when the crystallinity of the plastomer decreases, it 

affects the strength of intermolecular bonding ensured by crystalline phase. So, the total 

strength of the polymer decreases compared to more crystalline structures as indicated by 

Balani et al. [44]. Besides, at 70% loading level, the lowest tensile strength is obtained by 

O1E2 which has the highest MFI value. Since it has shorter and more extended chains, it 

disrupts the crystallinity of the polymer matrix more than other plastomers [45].  

Figure 8b and 8c represent the 100% and 300% modulus values of TPO compounds 

respectively, where one can observe a decreasing behavior as the plastomer load in 

compounds increases which does not depend on the crystallinity value of plastomers. 

However, the moduli values of compounds for each plastomer depend on crystallinity of 

plastomers since both moduli values of compounds containing highest crystallinity show 

the highest values at high loading amounts (50% and 70%) and the compounds containing 

lowest crystallinity (O3E0) shows the lowest moduli values. This behavior strongly 

supports the theory of increasing crystalline phase increases mechanical properties [32].  

Figure 8d represents the elongation at break values of TPO compounds which have an 

increasing trend with increasing plastomer load. Compounds with plastomers named 

O3E0 and O2E0 which have low crystallinity values such as 13% and 18% respectively, 

show higher elongation values while compounds with plastomers named O1E2 and O1E1 

which have relatively higher crystallinity values such as 21% and 34% respectively, show 

lower elongation values. This difference stem from the side chain variety between the 

plastomers. O3E0 and O2E0 have higher elongation values because low crystalline 
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structures contain only octene side chains having low Rg and less ordered structure  with 

more free molecular chains which enable them to elongate. On the other hand, O1E2 and 

O1E1 show lower elongation values because they have higher crystalline structure with 

more extended ethylene branching and ordered molecular chains that restrict the mobility 

and elongation. However, O1E2 and O1E1 containing longer ethylene side chains which 

are more extended and ordered molecular chains have restricted mobility and elongation 

[46,47].  

Figure 8e shows that tear strength also have a dependence on crystallinity of the 

incorporated plastomer. Compounds containing high and medium crystallinity 

plastomers, which are O1E1 and O2E0, at 50% loading level show highest tear strength 

values whereas the plastomers with high MFI value, O1E2, and low crystallinity, O3E0, 

show the lowest tear strength. The high chain orientation resulting from more extended 

chain structure may explain the increase in resistance to tear and decrease of tear 

propagation behavior of compounds with high and medium crystalline plastomers [48]. 

Additionally, the lowest tear strength values for every kind of plastomer are obtained at 

highest plastomer load because highest plastomer load means less crystalline phase in the 

compound.  

Figure 8f shows that increasing plastomer content decreases the hardness values because 

since all plastomers have lower hardness values than the hardness of PP, any decrease in 

the crystalline phase of PP by plastomer addition, decreases the overall hardness values 

of TPO compounds. The crystallinity and hardness values of neat plastomers may explain 

the different hardness values of TPO compounds at the same load level. Compounds with 

high crystallinity plastomers results in higher hardness values because the high 

crystallinity and hardness value of neat plastomer increases the overall hardness of the 

TPO compounds [44,49]. For example, O1E1 which has the highest crystallinity (34%) 

and correspondingly the highest hardness value (47) in neat form, shows the highest 

hardness values when loaded into TPO compound at every loading level. However, O3E0 

which has the lowest crystallinity (13%) and the lowest hardness value (11) and gives the 

lowest hardness value in TPO compound. 
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Figure 8. Effect of plastomer load on (a) tensile strength (b) 100% modulus (c) 300% 

modulus (d) elongation at break (e) tear strength (f) hardness 
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2.3.3. Thermal Characterization  

Table 7 represents the melting and crystallization temperatures of PP and plastomer in 

the compounds and the degree of crystallinity of PP and plastomer in the compound 

resulting from heating and cooling cycles. The total crystallinity of the individual 

compound corresponding to either heating or cooling stage can be considered as the sum 

of crystallinity of plastomer and PP in corresponding cycle. 

Table 7. Thermal property results of TPO compounds 

   Thermal Properties    

 

Samples 

Components; 

Plastomer 

vs. PP 

Melting 

Temperature 

(Tm) (°C) 

Heating 

Crystallinity 

(XC,h) (%) 

Crystallization 

Temperature 

(TC) (°C) 

Cooling 

Crystallinity 

(XC,c) (%) 

PP - 

PP (100%) 

- 

163.25 

- 

34.09 

- 

110.60 

- 

38.63 

A O2E0 (70%) 63.60 10.82 45.94 14.35 

 PP (30%) 165.68 30.11 96.13 29.14 

B O1E1 (70%) 110.40 34.10 72.50 2.46 

 PP (30%) 165.29 36.47 93.94 71.26 

C O3E0 (70%) - - - - 

 PP (30%) 165.32 40.51 11.85 40.09 

D O1E2 (70%) 65.75 10.11 49.27 3.33 

 PP (30%) 163.65 36.42 110.66 39.14 

E O2E0 (50%) - - - - 

 PP (50%) 164.26 33.41 118.26 35.85 

F O1E1 (50%) 110.66 31.41 95.09 26.27 

 PP (50%) 146.43 35.82 116.05 36.66 

G O3E0 (50%) - - - - 

 PP (50%) 165.25 38.25 118.58 36.96 

H O1E2 (50%) - - -  

 PP (50%) 164.29 38.35 119.19 40.77 

I O2E0 (30%) 63.77 4.23 73.42 1.28 

 PP (70%) 164.22 38.50 120.33 40.79 

J O1E1 (30%) 110.02 30.60 95.38 24.92 

 PP (70%) 164.84 39.14 117.86 41.26 

K O3E0 (30%) - - -  

 PP (70%) 164.18 39.63 119.55 41.72 

L O1E2 (30%) - - - - 

 PP (70%) 163.15 44.50 119.12 44.09 

 

Samples from A to D have high plastomer loading (70%) with different crystallinity 

values. Among them, only sample C, containing the lowest crystalline plastomer (O3E0) 

has a single peak corresponding to PP whereas sample A,B and D have double peaks 
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coming from plastomer and PP. Comparing the degree of crystallinities, coming from 

melting and crystallization processes, of PP of these compounds, the highest difference 

is seen in sample B where the degree of crystallinity of PP changes from 36.47% to 

71.26% due to incorporation of plastomer having highest crystallinity while the degree of 

crystallinity of the incorporated plastomer decreases from 34.10% to 2.46%. This increase 

in the degree of crystallinity of PP supports that incorporation of plastomer with highest 

crystallinity increases the degree of crystallinity of PP in compound B and results in the 

highest mold shrinkage values as 1.23% and 0.86% in parallel and perpendicular to flow 

direction, respectively. However, the sample C, containing the lowest crystalline 

plastomer (O3E0), show only one melting and crystallization peak corresponding to PP 

which means that plastomer does not form extra crystalline regions and does not 

contribute to total crystallinity of the compound so, result in a compound with the lowest 

total crystallinity value. Also, since there is no contribution of the plastomer on PP 

crystallization, a significant difference between the degree of crystallization of PP is not 

observed. 

Samples from E to H have medium plastomer loading (50%) with different crystallinity 

values. The effect of decreasing plastomer load can be observed by the disappearing 

plastomer peaks in  E, G and H compounds which have low and medium crystalline 

plastomers. However, the effect of plastomer having highest crystallinity is still obvious 

in the compound F which has double melting and crystallization peaks. Although, there 

is not a significant difference between the degree of crystallinity coming from melting 

and crystallization processes, due to the double peak, the highest total crystallinity and 

the high mold shrinkage values (0.96% and 0.66%) are observed in the compound F 

which has the highest crystalline plastomer (O1E1).   

Finally, the samples from I to L have lowest plastomer loading (30%) with different 

crystallinity values. The effect of the highest crystalline plastomer is also obvious in 

compound J having highest total crystallinity value both at melting and crystallization 

processes even with 30% plastomer loading. High mold shrinkage values of compound J 

also support the effect of highest total crystallinity with values such as 0.97% and 0.77% 

in parallel and perpendicular to flow direction, respectively. However, the other 

compounds with 30% plastomer loading, plastomer have no contribution for total 

crystallinity (compound K and L) or have so little contribution (compound I). 
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2.4. Conclusion  

This study was performed to fully understand the effect of microstructure of plastomers 

on physical and mechanical properties of TPO materials that these plastomers are 

incorporated. NMR and MD simulation results showed that the molecular structure, 

octene/ethylene side chain content, and molecular conformations of plastomers govern 

their microstructure and the crystallinity. They change the physical and mechanical 

traits of final TPO products in which these plastomers are incorporated. The increasing 

octene content in plastomers decreases Rg values of plastomers resulting in a more 

clustered state while an increase in ethylene content in plastomers increases the Rg, 

which results in more extended structures. The packed conformations evident from low 

Rg results in a decreased the crystallinity of plastomer since clustered states corresponds 

to more amorphous structures. In addition, enhanced compatibility with decreasing 

Flory Huggins parameter is observed between plastomers and PP chains at low 

crystalline plastomers having only 1 octene side chain. On the contrary, extended 

conformations (with higher Rg) increases the crystallinity of plastomer as extended 

forms of polymeric chains are more capable to align regularly and become crystalline. 

In these plastomer-PP couples, a decrease in compatibility between PP and highly 

crystalline plastomers which have ethylene branching along with octene side chains. 

Therefore, increasing octene side chain content in the plastomer structure causes 

decrease in Rg of chains and crystallinity value of plastomer forms amorphous 

interpenetrated structures which decreases the mold shrinkage of the final TPO product. 

On the other hand, ethylene content in the structure increases the Rg of chains and 

crystallinity value of plastomer forming more extended crystalline structures by phase 

separation. This kind of structure causes increase in the mold shrinkage value of final 

TPO products.  

The best results in terms of low mold shrinkage values in parallel and perpendicular to 

flow direction are obtained by TPO compound containing 70% plastomer O3E0 (13% 

crystallinity and 1g/10 min.) and 30% copolymer PP (sample C). However, that TPO 

compound yield lower tensile strength and tear strength while it has higher elongation at 

break value. TPO compound containing 70% plastomer O2E0 (18% crystallinity and 

1g/10 min.) and 30% copolymer PP (sample A) is the optimum material with isotropic 

low mold shrinkage values in parallel and perpendicular flow direction and high 

mechanical properties (tensile strength, elongation at break and tear strength). 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

3. Non-Solar Light Absorptive Filler Incorporation into Thermoplastic Polyolefins 

to Create Black Cool Surface 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Energy consumption is one of the most important considerations in the world. A 

significant part of this consumption comes from the use of air conditioning in buildings 

and automotive all around the world [50]. Especially in hot summer days, the heat that is 

accumulated in buildings and interior of the cars due to solar radiation encourages the use 

of air conditioning. The excessive use of air conditioning results in high electricity 

consumption in buildings and high carbon emission due to higher fuel consumption for 

air conditioning in automotive both cause environmental damage [51,52].   

Solar light that reaches to the earth, consists of wide range of wavelengths such as 

ultraviolet (UV) region (300-400 nm) which is invisible to eye and accounts for the 5% 

of the solar energy, visible (VIS) region (400-700 nm) which is the electromagnetic 

region that is visible to eye and consist of the colors of the rainbow. It constitutes 43% of 

the sunlight. Finally, the near infrared (NIR) region (700-2500 nm) which is the 52% of 

the solar light and having longer wavelength than visible range, they are invisible to 

human eye. The most important property of NIR light is that it contains the range which 

causes the heat production [53,54,55]. Once the light in the range of NIR is absorbed, it 

is converted into heat and increase the temperature of the object and its environment 

which promotes the use of air conditioning. However, the reflectance (R) or transmittance 

(T) of the sunlight as the opposite of absorptance (A) (A=1-R-T) prevents the heating up 

of the surface of the object that the light interacts and provides a cool surface [53,55].  

The need of cool surface in automotive industry arises from the increased temperature 

inside the cars due to use of conventional fillers such as carbon black in the inner parts. 

Even though carbon black, as filler, provides good mechanical properties such as tensile 

strength and hardness in automotive inner parts, its high sunlight absorption property 

causes high heat accumulation inside the cars [56,57]. In order to compete with high heat 

absorption of carbon black another filler, titanium dioxide, with high solar reflectance is 
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used in roofing constructions but cannot be used in automotive inner parts due to its 

distracting property with high solar reflection [58]. So, a possible solution, especially for 

automotive industry, can be the use of cool black pigments which are colorant additives 

that maintain its black color by absorbing solar radiation at UV range but the keeps the 

surface cool by reflecting or transmitting the light at NIR range [59].  

According to the behavior of light, these pigments can be classified as NIR reflective 

pigment or NIR transmitting pigments. These pigments can also be classified according 

to their content as organic or inorganic pigments. NIR reflective inorganic pigments 

mainly contain metal oxides such as chromium oxide (Cr2O3) or (Fe2O3) and can be doped 

with other metals in order to enhance the reflectance [59]. Sangeetha et al. investigates 

the effect of Cr2O3 nanoparticles and doped Cr2O3 nanoparticles with rare earth metals 

such as lanthanum (La) and praseodymium (Pr) on NIR reflectance due to which 

improved NIR reflectance results are obtained [60]. Other than chromium, copper and its 

oxides are also significant metal oxides that can reflect NIR radiation. The effect of 

pigments containing CuO submicron particles and the effect of their particle size on NIR 

reflectance are investigated by Gonome et al. and found that the particle size control has 

an effect on NIR reflectance [61]. In contrast to inorganic content, examples of pigments 

with organic content are very rare such as black pigment containing copper 

phthalocyanine, azo pigments and some perylene-based pigments. Kaur et al. study the 

NIR reflectance of perylene based pigments with different functionals groups at the end 

of perylene structures [62].  

Reflection behavior of light from a material is related with its morphology such as particle 

size, grain size and grain boundary size or thickness. In powder samples, the reflection of 

light occurs from the grain boundaries which is called Diffusion Reflection and it strongly 

depends on the particle size. Any decrease in particle size, increases the number of grains 

and grain boundaries in the same volume and increases the reflection path of light in the 

material so the net effect of light reflectance increases with decrease in particle size and 

increase [52,60,63]. Liang et al. investigates the reflectance behavior of pigments 

containing Cr2O3 and effect of particle size of Cr2O3 particles on light reflectance and 

proves that decrease in particle size increases the number of grains in the same volume 

and thus increases the reflection path of light in pigments [64]. A similar study of Han et 

al. studied the iron doped YMnO3 compounds as cool pigments by incorporating different 

amounts of iron content (YFexMn1-xO3 where x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20) and showed 
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that increasing grain size with doping results in higher light reflection since increasing 

grain size decreases amount light absorption and increase the reflection [65].  

These pigments can be incorporated into polymers and other type of materials and can 

found many application areas especially in roofing of buildings or polymer materials used 

in automotive industry [66,67]. For instance, Raj et al. studies pigments based on terbium-

doped yttrium  with high NIR reflectance in polymer matrix (poly methyl methacrylate), 

cement slab, asbestos sheet and ceramic glazes for cool roof and surface coating 

applications [68]. Another study conducted by Mao et al. investigates the cooling property 

of SrTiO3 as a new solar reflective pigment in PMMA-ceramic composites which can be 

applied in the electronics industry and photocatalytic fields [69]. Also, Arunima et al. 

develop pigments  containing WO3/BiVO4 composite with enhanced NIR reflectance 

which has a potential to be used as cool coating at roofing and automotive body parts for 

saving energy [70]. 

This paper intends to formulate TPO compounds with cool surface despite to their black 

color due to the incorporation of cool black pigments. The surface temperatures and NIR 

reflectance values of these TPO compounds are compared to the TPO samples containing 

conventional pigments such as titanium dioxide and carbon black. Since these TPO 

compounds with black color and high NIR reflectance intended to be used in automotive 

parts such as bumpers and interior trims, their mechanical properties and mold shrinkage 

values are also investigated in order to obtain an optimum solution.  

 

3.2. Experimental Process 

3.2.1. Materials  

Copolymer polypropylene named ISPLEN™ PB 180 G2M, having 20 g/10min. MFI, 25 

MPa tensile strength and 60 Shore D hardness values, was supplied from Repsol 

Company. 

Homopolymer polypropylene, named Moplen HP401R, 25 g/10min. MFI, 32 MPa tensile 

strength was supplied from LyondellBasell Plastic and Chemical Company. It was used 

in grinded form. 
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Plastomer named ENGAGE® 8842, having ethylene-1-octene chemical formula with 

45% octene content and low (13%) crystallinity, was supplied by Dow Chemicals 

Company. 

Two type of black cool pigments named Sicopal Black K0095 having inorganic content 

and known as NIR reflective pigment and Lumogen Black K0087 having organic content 

luminescent property and known as NIR transparent pigment were chosen from Black 

Cool Pigment series supplied by BASF Chemical Company. They were used in the form 

of masterbatch with polypropylene based resin.  

BLACK SY-9240 PP, carbon black masterbatch (CB-MB) with 40% carbon black 

content in the polypropylene resin, from SSN-BLACK® series was supplied from Sisan 

Masterbatches Plastic Company.  

Titanium dioxide pigment, named BLR-895, having 93% TiO2 content from Billions 

series was supplied from Sayman Chemical Company.  

Additives such as Crodamide™ VRX (Bead) and Crodamide ER (Bead), which were 

supplied from Croda Chemical Company, were used as slip agents TPO compounds. 

Also, zinc stearate ZN-55 was supplied from Tepe Kimya Company.  

3.2.2. Compounding and Specimen Preparation 

Compounding process is composed of masterbatch preparation from pigments and 

polypropylene and the preparation of thermoplastic olefins (TPO) by incorporation of 

these masterbatches. 

3.2.2.1. Masterbatch (MB) Compounding 

Masterbatches (MB) of reflective and transparent pigments were prepared in twin screw 

extruder with 13% and 11% loading levels of pigments, respectively. A fair amount of 

wax and stearate were added into masterbatches in order to ease compounding process. 

Compounding was carried out by Tosaf Plastic Fabrication Company and further process 

condition information was not shared by the company due to confidentiality issues.  
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3.2.2.2. Thermoplastic Olefins Compounding 

Mixtures of masterbatches with black cool pigments and other components were prepared 

according to pigment and copolymer polypropylene (PPC) resin content in the 

masterbatches. Mixture preparation of black cool pigment with TPOs and their control 

groups are represented in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. The samples having “REF”, 

“TRANS”, “MIX” and “CB” in their nomenclature are black samples whereas samples  

having “Ti” are white and “empty” is colorless. The sample “empty” was prepared by 

taking “sample C” of the first chapter as reference which contains 30% PPC and 70% 

plastomer. For this part of the thesis, this sample was reproduced by adding wax and 

stearate in order to provide same conditions as black samples which contain wax and 

stearate in their masterbatches and to make more accurate comparison by only observing 

the effect of pigment addition. Also, the PPH grinded (powder) was only added into Ti_1 

and Ti_2 in order to ease the compounding since the amount of TiO2 in these compound 

are very low. In both tables, the overall filler load was represented in blue and the exact 

composition depending on the filler and PP amounts in the masterbatches is represented 

in black.  

These mixtures were melt-mixed in the compounding machine (Twin Screw Extruder, 

Coperion ZSK 32). The barrel temperatures are set to 160-200 °C from entrance to die 

and screw speeds were set to 65 rpm. The mixed melt was cut into granules at die head 

by underwater pelletizing system. 
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Table 8. TPO formulations with black cool pigments at different loads 

 

SAMPLES FILLER LOAD (%)  COMPOSITION  

 Reflective 

Pigment 

Transparent 

Pigment 

PPC Plastomer 

O3E0 

Reflective 

MB 

Transparent 

MB 

REF_1 1  22.31 70 7.69  

REF_2 2  14.62 70 15.38  

REF_3 3.70  1.54 70 28.46  

TRANS_1  0.10 29.10 70  0.90 

TRANS_2  0.20 28.20 70  1.80 

TRANS_3  0.40 26.40 70  3.60 

MIX_1 2 0.10 13.72 70 15.38 0.90 

MIX_2 1 0.20 20.51 70 7.69 1.80 

MIX_3 2 0.20 12.82 70 15.38 1.80 

MIX_4 3.67 0.20 0 70 28.20 1.80 

MIX_5 2 0.40 11.92 70 15.38 2.70 
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Table 9. TPO formulations with carbon black and TiO2 at different loads as control groups for compounds with black cool pigments 

 

SAMPLES FILLER LOAD (%)  COMPOSITION       

 Carbon 

Black 

(CB) 

Titanium 

Dioxide 

(TiO2) 

PPC PPH 

grinded 

Plastomer 

O3E0 

Wax Zinc 

Stearate 

Carbon 

Black 

MB 

TiO2 

Pigment 

EMPTY   29.10  70 0.40 0.50   

CB_1 1  27.50  70   2.50  

CB_2 2  25  70   5  

CB_3 4  20  70   10  

Ti_1  1 27 2 70    1 

Ti_2  2 27 1 70    2 

Ti_3  4 26  70    4 
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3.2.2.3. Specimen Preparation 

Specimen preparation was carried out by molding of granules by injection molding 

machine (ENGEL Victory 90) with barrel temperature of 180-190 °C, injection velocity 

at 25 mm/s and injection pressure at 55-60 bar. Granules were molded in the shape of 

square plaques which have dimensions as 130x130 mm, and the thick plaques which have 

130 mm length and 6 mm width. Dog bone tensile test samples were cut from the square 

plaques, with 115 mm length and 2 mm thickness according to ISO 37 [30]. 

3.2.3. Testing Methods 

The testing part involves structural analysis of black cool pigments by particle size 

analyzer and XRF and structural analysis of TPO compounds with these pigments by 

SEM besides their mechanical and thermal measurements. As mechanical tests: tensile 

strength at break and elongation at break were conducted. Mold shrinkage values were 

measured as physical property and DSC results were examined as thermal 

characterization. Moreover, surface temperature analysis of TPOs was carried out and 

their surface reflectance was measured by  UV-vis-NIR Spectrophotometer. 

3.2.3.1. Particle Size Analysis 

Particle size analysis of pigments were conducted by a laser diffraction system named 

Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments) in a dispersant media of water. The results were 

analyzed by a software v3.40: PSS0223-18 and represented as volume density percentage 

for each size classes.  

3.2.3.2. X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) 

Metal and metal oxide content in the pigments were analyzed  by X-Ray Fluorescence 

(XRF) spectroscopy (X-MET8000 Optimum, Oxford Instrumentation) and monitored by 

the software named X-MET8000 WinGUI in ppm.   

3.2.3.3. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) Analysis 

Structural analysis of the organic pigment was performed by Perkin Elmer UATR Two 

FTIR Spectroscopy. The FTIR peaks obtained from the analysis were studied in order to 

define the organic structure of the sample.  
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3.2.3.4. Mechanical Measurements 

Mechanical measurements were done by a universal tensile testing machine (Zwick Roell 

Z010) where test speed is 500 mm/min. and gage length with 25 mm according to ISO 

37. Properties of TPO samples such as tensile strength at break and elongation at break 

were measured by using dog bone tensile test specimens having 115 mm of length and 2 

mm thickness. 

3.2.3.5. Mold Shrinkage Measurements 

Mold shrinkage measurements were done with square plaques by using a digital caliper 

(Mitutoyo NTD25-20AX). Measurements were done from both parallel and 

perpendicular to flow directions by an internal method. The ratio between the difference 

of the corresponding length of standard mold and the corresponding length of the 

specimen was calculated and expressed in percentage.  

3.2.3.6. Surface Temperature Analysis 

Surface temperature analysis of the TPO compounds were conducted in a light cabin 

under NIR lamp having 150-watt power and being 30 cm distant from the samples as 

represented in Figure 9. Samples were left under NIR lamp and their surface temperatures 

were measured by a thermal camera (FLIR-E6390) at particular intervals of time such as 

initial temperature and 15, 30, 60, 120 and 180 minutes after the beginning of the analysis. 

The surface temperatures were recorded and the change in the surface temperatures were 

compared. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Representative schema of surface temperature analysis of samples 
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3.2.3.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis 

Structural analysis of TPOs containing black cool pigments were conducted by a 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)  (Zeiss LEO Supra 35VP SEMFEG) by using 

inLens and secondary scanning electron (SE2) modes and the electron voltage was kept 

constant at 5 kV. The working distance (WD) was kept between 5.4 – 6.9 mm. Before the 

SEM analysis, the samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and then broken into half. The 

broken (fracture) surfaces were coated with gold and then analyzed under SEM. The 

distribution and the behavior of  the pigments in the matrix were examined.  

3.2.3.8. UV-vis-NIR Spectrophotometer 

Surface light reflection from TPO samples with black cool pigments having dimensions 

as 16x16 cm were carried out by Cary 5000 UV VIS NIR Spectrophotometer at the range 

between 250-2500 nm with an accessory named Diffuse Reflection Accessory (DRA). 

The results were compared with the samples with carbon black and the titanium dioxide.  

 

3.3. Results and Discussion 

This section contains the results of the structural analysis of pigments and TPO sample 

characterization such as surface temperature, optical, physical, mechanical and thermal 

characterizations. 

3.3.1. Pigment Analysis Results 

Pigment analysis were done by XRF for metal and metal oxide content in pigments and 

by FTIR and NMR for structural content determination of organic transparent pigment. 

Also, laser diffraction system was used to determine the particle size of the both pigments. 

XRF analysis results of pigments show that the reflective pigment contains significant 

amount of iron (Fe) and chrome (Cr) metals and their oxides since it has inorganic 

structure. However, transparent pigment, due to its organic structure, does not show any 

significant amount of metal or metal oxide but it also contains Ca and CaO which are so 

few in amount compared to inorganic content of reflective pigment that cannot be 

observable in the Figure 10a and 10b. 
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(a)                                                                         (b) 

 

Figure 10. XRF analysis of reflective and transparent pigment for (a) metal content (b) 

metal oxide content 

 

FTIR analysis, represented in Figure 11, shows the perylene structure of transparent 

pigment and the functional groups that exists in the structure beside the perylene. The 

peaks around 1585 cm-1 corresponding at C=C stretching frequencies and the peaks 

around 3000 cm-1 and higher frequencies corresponding at aromatic C-H stretching are 

the significance of perylene structure. However, the peaks between 2800 – 2900 cm-1 

corresponding to the C–H stretching of alky groups and the peaks around 1600 cm-1 

corresponding to  C=O in plane asymmetric stretching represents the existence of the 

functional groups [71]. These functional groups play a significant role in the fluorescence 

property of the perylene based pigments. Perylene contains cyclic structures with high 

optical stability due to its strong intermolecular π-π interactions between perylene cores. 

This strong interactions cause ordered 1D nanostructure and aggregates leading to 

fluorescence quenching called aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ). However, the 

substituent functional groups restrict the intermolecular π-π stacking between perylene 

cores and prevent the decrease of fluorescence intensity by fluorescence quenching. This 

results in fluorescence emission of the structure [72]. So, the transparent pigment used in 

this study, containing perylene structure with substituents as represented in Figure 9, has 

fluorescence property.  
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Figure 11. Determination of perylene structure and its substituents with FTIR analysis  

Particle size analysis of pigments were conducted in order to observe the effect of particle 

size on reflectance behavior of pigments. According to Figure 12, reflective pigment has 

narrower particle size distribution peak with smaller particle sizes between 1 – 10 μm 

range. However, transparent pigment has wider 2 peaks between  1 – 10 μm range and 

for larger particles between 10 – 100 μm. The average of particle size (Dv(50)) for 

reflective pigment is 3.40 μm and for transparent pigment is 16.16 μm. Comparing to 

these black pigments, titanium dioxide contains two peaks; one of them being wider 

between 0.05 – 0.25 μm and the other is narrower around 1μm. It has an average of 

particle size Dv (50) of 1.005 μm. So, Figure 12 shows that reflective black pigment and 

titanium dioxide, being inorganic and containing metal oxides, have similar narrower 

particle size distribution with close values. However transparent pigment containing 

organic structure shows two wider peaks at higher particle size values.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Particle size distribution of reflective and transparent pigments and TiO2 
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3.3.2. TPO Sample Characterizations 

TPO sample characterization contains the reflectance measurements and the surface 

temperature along with the mechanical and thermal characterizations.   

3.3.2.1. Optical Characterization 

Optical characterization of TPO compounds with cool black pigments, titanium dioxide 

and carbon black consist of their reflectance properties at UV-VIS-NIR region between 

250-2500 nm as represented in Figure 13. The reflectance values for UV and visible (250-

700 nm) range are same in all graphs where samples with reflective (REF) and transparent 

(TRANS) pigment and carbon black (CB) have nearly 0 values since they are black 

whereas the EMPTY sample and samples containing titanium dioxide (Ti) have higher 

reflectance values at this range. The exact difference between the samples become 

significant after 700 nm where the NIR region starts.  80% of the total energy in the NIR 

region arise from the 700–1300 nm wavelength region so, sunlight in this range plays the 

most important role in generating heat [73]. However, since reflectance values have 

inconsistency between the 800-950 nm wavelength due to the detector change of the 

device at this region, the accurate region for reflectance comparison is considered as 

between 1000-1300 nm.  

Figure 13a, 13b and 13c represent the reflectance values of TPO samples with cool black 

pigments, titanium dioxide and carbon black comparing to empty sample at low, medium 

and high pigment loading, respectively. All these 3 graphs have the same trend such as 

the samples with reflective pigment (REF_1, REF_2, REF_3) have high and close 

reflectance values to samples with titanium dioxide (Ti_1, Ti_2, Ti_3) whereas samples 

with transparent pigment (TRANS_1, TRANS_2, TRANS_3) and samples with carbon 

black (CB_1, CB_2, CB_3) have very low reflectance values since they do not have 

reflective property. The EMPTY sample has an average value. This behavior can be 

explained with particle size of the incorporated reflective, transparent and titanium 

dioxide pigment. Since the absorption of light increases with increasing particle size, the 

particles having smaller size tend to have lower absorption and higher reflectance [74]. 

So, this can be considered as the reason for TPO compounds having reflective and 

titanium dioxide pigment, having small particle sizes according to Figure 12, show higher 

reflectance values whereas the TPO compounds with transparent pigment, having higher 

particle size, show low reflectance values. Also, comparing the reflectance values of 
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Figure 13a, 13b and 13c according to loading level, the reflectance values of samples with 

reflective pigment and titanium dioxide increases as the loading level increases. For 

instance, the sample containing reflective pigment at low loading level shows 47% 

reflectance at 1300 nm wavelength while this value increases up to 70% at high loading 

level. The same trend can be observed at samples with titanium dioxide where it has 64% 

reflectance value at low loading level but 90% reflectance at high loading level. So, it can 

be deduced that the reflectance increases with decreasing particle size of incorporated 

pigment and with increasing pigment content in the compound. Increasing pigment 

content even increases at the least the reflectance values of samples with transparent 

pigment.  

Figure 13d and 13e represent the effect of increasing transparent and reflective pigment 

load on reflectance in mixed samples, respectively. In Figure 13d, the effect of increasing 

reflective pigment between samples MIX_2 (1%), MIX_3 (2%) and MIX_4 (3.67%) can 

clearly be observed at reflectance values which have an increasing trend such as 42%, 

54% and 68%, respectively. Among them the reflectance value of  MIX_4 mostly get 

close to the reflectance value of the sample containing titanium dioxide which has the 

highest reflectance value as 75%.   

In Figure 13e, all samples named REF_2, MIX_1, MIX_3 and MIX_5 have same amount 

of reflective pigment (2%) with increasing transparent pigment loading of 0%, 0.1%, 

0.2% and 0.4% respectively. At low and medium loading levels (0.1% and 0.2%) of 

mixed samples, the addition of transparent pigment decreases the reflectance value of the 

sample having only reflective pigment (REF_2) to 54% however transparent pigment 

addition at high loading level (0.4%), reaches the same reflectance value with REF_2 

(64%). This behavior shows that since transparent pigment doesn’t have reflective 

property, it is not effective on reflectance as much as reflective pigment. 
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Figure 13. Reflectance values (%) of TPO samples with cool pigments, carbon black and 

titanium dioxide (a) at low pigment loading, (b) at medium pigment loading, (c) at high 

pigment loading, (d) with increasing reflective pigment loading in mix samples, (e) with 

increasing transparent pigment loading in mix samples 

 

3.3.2.2. Surface Temperature Characterization 

Surface temperature measurements show the temperature differences between the 

samples with conventional carbon black pigments, samples with cool black pigments and 

samples containing titanium dioxide pigment known as the coolest surface since it is 

white. These samples were also compared with the TPO sample without any filler or 
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pigment which is the base grade called “empty”. All graphs show that samples containing 

carbon black (CB_1, CB_2, CB_3) have highest values and any other pigment 

incorporation decreases the surface temperature increase. 

Figure 14a to 14c represent the effect of pigment loading on the surface temperature 

increase of the samples within 3 hours timeline. Figure 14c, showing surface temperatures 

of samples with high pigment loading, has temperature values near and below 70 ̊C while 

Figure 14a and Figure 14b, showing surface temperatures of samples with medium and 

low pigment loading, respectively, have minimum temperature values above 70 ̊C. So, 

the pigment loading effects the increase in surface temperature of TPO samples and 

increasing cool pigment amount in the compound decreases the surface temperature 

increase. Also, as seen in Figure 14a, 14b and 14c, at each pigment loading level, samples 

with reflective pigment (REF_1, REF_2, REF_3) have minimum or nearly minimum 

surface temperature values. At low pigment loading (Figure 14a) REF_1 has nearly the 

same surface temperature values with the compound containing titanium dioxide (Ti_1). 

However, at medium and high pigment loading (Figure 14b, Figure 14c) samples, 

containing reflective pigment, reach surface temperatures even lower than samples 

containing titanium dioxide and the empty sample despite they are white and colorless, 

respectively. So, it can be deduced that NIR reflective black pigment incorporation into 

TPO samples decreases the temperature of black surfaces even more than titanium 

dioxide. 

Figure 14d represents the effect of increasing reflective pigment in mixed samples on 

surface temperature. TRANS_2 is considered as the sample without reflective pigment 

and MIX_2, MIX_3 and MIX_4 having increased reflective pigment content, 

respectively. Among these samples MIX_4 shows the lowest surface temperature 

containing highest reflective pigment with surface temperature between 70 ̊C - 75 ̊C. On 

the other hand, Figure 14e represents the effect of increasing transparent pigment in 

mixed samples on surface temperature. Similarly, REF_2 is considered as the sample 

without transparent pigment and MIX_1, MIX_3 and MIX_5 having increased 

transparent pigment content, respectively. MIX_5, containing higher transparent pigment 

loading than others, has the lowest surface temperature. Also, comparing the two mix 

compounds having low surface temperature values (MIX_4 and MIX_5), MIX_5 has the 

lowest surface temperature which may considered as increasing transparent pigment 

content in mixture is more effective than increasing reflective pigment. 
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Figure 14. Temperature vs. time graph of TPO samples with cool pigments compared to 

TPO samples with conventional fillers, carbon black and titanium dioxide (a) at low 

pigment loading, (b) at medium pigment loading, (c) at high pigment loading, (d) with 

increasing reflective pigment load in mix samples, (e) with increasing transparent 

pigment loading in mix samples 
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Surface temperature of the of the samples reach nearly steady state at the end of 3 hours 

so these values are considered to be the optimum surface temperature values for 

comparison. Figure 15 represents the temperature change percentages samples with cool 

black pigments and samples with titanium dioxide with respect to samples with carbon 

black. According to Figure 15, samples with reflective pigment (REF_1, REF_2, REF_3) 

and with transparent pigment (TRANS_1, TRANS_2, TRANS_3) show an increasing 

trend in the surface temperature decrease with increasing pigment loading comparing to 

samples with carbon black. Also, in mixed samples, an increasing trend in surface 

temperature decrease can be observed between MIX_3 (2% reflective, 0.2% transparent), 

MIX_4 (3.67% reflective, 0.2% transparent) and MIX_5 (2% reflective, 0.4% 

transparent). The highest decrease is obtained with REF_3 (-25.5 %) and MIX_5 (-28.5 

%) even having higher decrease values than the samples containing titanium dioxide, 

Ti_3, (-22.4 %). Since REF_3 has only 3,70% inorganic type filler (reflective pigment), 

whereas MIX_5 has 2% inorganic (reflective pigment) content and 0.4% organic 

(transparent pigment) content, MIX_5, having higher decrease in surface temperature 

than REF_3, ensures better performance with lower inorganic content.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Temperature change (%) of TPO samples with cool pigments and titanium 

dioxide compared to TPO samples with carbon black after 3h under NIR lamp 
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3.3.2.3. Structural Characterization 

Structural characterization of TPO samples involves analysis of the behavior of 

incorporated pigments in the PP matrix by SEM. These analysis were conducted from the 

fracture surface of TPO samples previously frozen with liquid nitrogen and broken into 

half.  

Figure 16a shows the SEM image of the empty sample without any pigments whereas 

Figure 16b and 16c show the TPO samples loaded with reflective and transparent 

pigments respectively. In Figure 16b, the reflective pigments are obvious in the shape of 

particulates, well dispersed homogenously in the PP matrix and mostly in the form of 

agglomerates. However, in Figure 16c, transparent pigments are observed in the form of 

star-shaped structures at brighter locations. Since transparent pigment contains perylene 

structure which has fluorescent property, the regions with transparent pigments are seen 

brighter than the matrix [75].  

 Also, Figure 16d and 16e show the TPO compounds containing reflective and transparent 

pigments respectively, with closer view of agglomerated reflective pigments and 

fluorescent transparent pigments. Additionally, Figure 16f represents the mixture 

reflective and transparent pigments where agglomeration of the reflective pigments are 

marked with circles between the fluorescent perylene structures in PP matrix.  
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                                                                         (f) 

Figure 16. SEM images of TPO sample having a) no pigments (empty) at 800x 

magnification, b) reflective pigment at 1.75 kx magnification, c) transparent pigment at 

1.50 kx magnification d) reflective pigment at 6 kx magnification e) transparent pigment 

at 13 kx magnification and f) mixture of reflective and transparent pigments at 681 

magnification 
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3.3.2.4. Physical Characterization 

Physical characterization of the TPO samples contains the mold shrinkage values at 

parallel and perpendicular directions to flow in Figure 17a and 17b respectively. 

According to Figure 17a, any type of pigment incorporation into “empty” sample 

increases the mold shrinkage value at parallel direction to flow. The addition of 

conventional pigments (carbon black and titanium dioxide) increases the mold shrinkage 

value at parallel direction, especially at high loading levels (CB_3 and Ti_3) more than 

the addition of cool black pigments (REF_, TRANS_, MIX_).  

Increasing the loading level for each pigment group increases the mold shrinkage value. 

For instance increasing reflective pigment loading from REF_1 to REF_3 and increasing 

transparent pigment loading level from TRANS_1 to TRANS_3 increase the mold 

shrinkage values at parallel to flow direction. However, the effect of reflective pigment 

addition is more significant and show higher values when compared to addition of 

transparent pigment. This difference in the behavior can be stem from the behavior of the 

pigments in TPO compounds observed in SEM analysis. As represented in Figure 16b 

and 16d, the agglomerated structure of reflective pigments act as nucleating agent and 

cause an increase in the crystallinity of the TPO compound by functioning as driving 

force for crystallization rate acceleration. As the compound gets more crystalline with 

incorporation of reflective pigment which acts as nucleating agent, the mold shrinkage 

values also increase with increasing reflective pigment loading [76,77,78]. However, 

addition of transparent pigment does not contribute to increase in mold shrinkage value 

as reflective pigment. It also increases the mold shrinkage but less significantly.  

A similar trend is also observed in mixed samples. The increasing reflective pigment 

content between samples MIX_2, MIX_3 and MIX_4 yields increasing mold shrinkage 

content due to nucleating agent property of inorganic reflective pigments whereas the 

increasing transparent content between MIX_1, MIX_3 and MIX_5 do not show a major 

increase in mold shrinakge values in parallel direction.  

On the other hand, the mold shrinakge values at perpendicular to flow direction, in Figure 

17b, show similar trend but with lower values. The addition of inorganic reflective 

pigment increases the mold shrinakge values whereas the addition of organic transparent 

pigment yields decrease in mold shrinakge values. Also, the mold shrinakge values of 

mixed samples show constant low values similar to the mold shrinkage values of 
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conpounds having transparent pigments. So, comparing the Figure 17a and 17b, one can 

deduce that the mold shrinkage is more obvious in parellel to flow direction due to flow 

induced crystallizaiton and agglomeration of reflective pigments.  
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Figure 17. Mold shrinkage values of TPO samples with black cool pigments, 

conventional black pigments and titanium dioxide at a) parallel to flow direction b) 

perpendicular to flow direction 
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3.3.2.5. Mechanical Characterization 

Mechanical characterization of TPO samples consist of tensile strength at break and 

elongation at break properties. According to 18a, any type of pigment incorporation like 

reflective and transparent pigment, carbon black and titanium dioxide increases tensile 

strength values. Similar to the mold shrinkage values, addition of reflective pigment is 

more effective than transparent pigment on increasing the tensile strength of the 

compound due to its nucleating agent property. The inorganic structures in the reflective 

pigment, acting as nucleating agents, provide large number of nuclei and accelerate the 

formation of crystalline regions so improve the tensile strength [79]. The effect of this 

behavior can also be observed in the MIX_ samples where the samples with higher 

reflective pigment loading show higher tensile strength value (MIX_4). The effect of 

pigment loading level is also significant for other samples. Increasing reflective pigment 

loading level between REF_1 to REF_3 and increasing transparent pigment loading level 

between TRANS_1 to TRANS_3 increases the tensile strength values. The samples with 

carbon black, which is the most commonly used filler to ameliorate the mechanical 

properties, show the highest tensile strength values at highest loading level. The high 

surface area property of carbon black prevents the dispersion of carbon black in PP matrix 

and creates a strong network structure with aggregates which yields higher mechanical 

properties [80]. As another inorganic filler, addition of titanium dioxide also increases the 

tensile strength values but it is not as significant as reflective pigment or carbon black.  

 Figure 18b represents the elongation at break values of TPO compounds. The addition 

of organic transparent pigment does not show a great effect on the elongation of 

compounds whereas addition of inorganic reflective pigment contributes to increase of 

elongation at break values. This behavior can also be explained with the nucleating agent 

behavior of the reflective pigment which may increase the toughness of the compound 

resulting in the increase of elongation at break values [81]. The mixed compounds show 

average elongation at break values between the values of compounds having only 

reflective and only transparent pigment since MIX_ compounds are composition of the 

pigments in definite ratios. However, commercial pigments, carbon black and titanium 

dioxide show different behaviors. While titanium dioxide has a little effect on elongation 

increase, addition of carbon black approximately doubles the elongation value of empty 

sample.  
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Figure 18. Effect of pigment incorporation into TPO samples on mechanical properties 

a) tensile strength b) elongation at break  
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3.4. Conclusion 

This study was performed in order to investigate the effect of cool black pigment 

incorporation into TPO materials on surface temperature of these polymeric materials. 

For this purpose, two types of cool black pigments having NIR reflective property with 

inorganic structure and NIR transparent property with organic structure were chosen to 

be used in the TPO formulations and compared with the conventional pigments such as 

carbon black for its black color and titanium dioxide for its best NIR reflection property 

with white color. Also, samples containing mixture of the cool black pigments in certain 

loading levels were studied in order to observe the behavior of these pigments together in 

a compound.  

Incorporation of these pigments in TPO materials resulted in different thermal and 

physical/mechanical properties of the final TPO products. Due to its reflective property, 

reflective pigment highly contributed to the decrease of the surface temperature with 25% 

temperature change comparing to carbon black. Even, at high loading level it cooled down 

the surface temperature more than titanium dioxide despite to its white color. However 

transparent pigment did not show a significant decrease on the surface temperature and 

remained limited only with 17% temperature change comparing to carbon black. While 

the surface temperature of the samples having carbon black reached around 100 ⁰C, the 

samples with reflective pigment it was managed to decrease this value around 70 ⁰C. The 

mixed samples also showed a considerable results. With constant transparent pigment 

loading, increasing reflective pigment loading between samples MIX_2, MIX_3 and 

MIX_4 showed a significant decrease on the surface temperature. However, with constant 

reflective pigment loading, increasing transparent pigment loading between samples 

MIX_1, MIX_3 and MIX_5 showed higher decrease on the surface temperature. In other 

words, increasing transparent pigment loading in mixed samples with constant reflective 

pigment content was more effective than increasing reflective pigment loading in mixed 

samples with constant transparent pigment content. According to these results, MIX_5 

having 2% reflective pigment and 0.4% transparent pigment yielded the best surface 

temperature result with 28.2% surface temperature decrease and lower inorganic content 

comparing to samples with only reflective pigment.  

Considering the physical and mechanical results, reflective pigment addition increased 

the mold shrinkage, tensile strength at break and elongation at break values by acting as 
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nucleating agent. However, transparent pigment was not as much effective as reflective 

pigment on physical and mechanical properties even it also slightly increased the values. 

So, optimum values for physical and mechanical results such as low mold shrinkage but 

high tensile strength and elongation at break values were obtained by MIX_ samples. 

Among the mixed samples, since the elongation at break values were same for all mixed 

samples, due to the highest reflective pigment content MIX_4 showed the best tensile 

strength results but also the highest mold shrinkage values which was not desirable. The 

lowest mold shrinkage values were obtained with MIX_2 but without sufficient 

mechanical properties and surface temperature decrease. So, when an optimum 

compound was intended with high tensile strength and elongation at break, low mold 

shrinkage value and low surface temperature with black color, MIX_5 was considered as 

the optimum TPO compound having 28.2% surface temperature decrease, 9.04 MPa 

tensile strength, 1200% elongation at break and  with mold shrinkage values of 0.61% 

and 0.11% at directions parallel and perpendicular to flow respectively. In conclusion, 

this study showed that cool surface on black polymeric materials can be obtained with 

incorporation of pigments that prevent the absorption of light at NIR region and the 

physical and mechanical properties can be optimized by incorporation of these pigments 

in specific loading levels.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

4. Conclusion 

This thesis study arose out of a series of environmental considerations such as changing 

climate due to increasing global warming which results in higher temperature increase in 

urban areas and excessive energy consumption by overuse of air conditioning. One of the 

areas that is highly affected from increasing temperature is vehicle indoors being exposed 

to sunlight for a long period of time in hot summer days. Due to that exposure, since the 

heat accumulated inside vehicles disrupts the comfort and the concentration of the driver, 

the need of a solution to get a cooler and comfortable environment inside the vehicle 

emerges. A possible solution for cooler vehicle indoor environment can be considered as 

decreasing the heat accumulated in the black polymeric parts in the vehicle instead of 

increasing the use of air-conditioning. For that purpose, an investigation of filler 

incorporation into the polymeric materials, used inside the vehicles, that decreases the 

heat accumulated in them by preventing the absorption of the sunlight that causes heat 

accumulation. Also, another problem arose from the production of the polymeric material, 

thermoplastic polyolefins (TPOs), commonly used in the inner black parts of the vehicles 

such as trim and dashboards, due to their better elastomeric properties. During the 

production of these TPOs, controlling their mold shrinkage is one of the most challenging 

problems since these parts have very high aspect ratio. A possible solution for this 

problem is considered as preparation of TPO compounds with low mold shrinkage. So, 

originating from these problems, this thesis treats these two problems and try to find an 

optimum combined solution. Primarily, it intends to create TPO materials having cool 

black surface with low mold shrinkage. In the light of this purpose, this thesis is composed 

of two major parts where the first part treats the generation of TPO formulations with low 

mold shrinkage and the second part investigates the incorporation of cool black pigment 

fillers into the TPO material with low mold shrinkage values in order to obtain cool black 

surface. 

The first part of the study which was explained in chapter 2, treated the generation of 

TPO formulations and preparation of these TPO compounds intending low mold 

shrinkage. Considering the presence of the crystalline regions in a compound as the 

reason for mold shrinkage, in this study, the aim was to decrease crystalline regions and 
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increase the amorphous parts of the compound by incorporating plastomers which are 

known as more amorphous materials due to the presence of minor monomers such as 

octene or butene in their structure. For that purpose, in order to generate TPO compounds, 

four plastomers having different crystallinity values were chosen and incorporated into 

PP matrix in different loading levels as 30%, 50% and 70% and effect of incorporation 

of these plastomers on the final product and on their physical and mechanical properties 

were evaluated. Knowing that, the function and properties of final TPO product is highly 

dependent on the  morphology and molecular structure of the incorporated plastomers, 

structural analysis of plastomers were also conducted by NMR and MD simulation. 

According to structural investigation of the plastomers, it was found that as the octene 

content in the structure increases, the plastomer forms a packed structure with less 

crystalline regions and get more amorphous. However, if the structure contains ethylene 

branching, the plastomer forms more extended structure, gets aligned and prone to 

crystallize. So, the results of the structural analysis showed that the plastomer having high 

octene content yields in low crystallinity value and the plastomer containing ethylene 

branching yields high crystallinity value. The incorporation of these low and high 

crystalline plastomers in TPO formulations affected directly the physical and mechanical 

properties of the TPO compounds. The lowest mold shrinkage values which are 0,02% 

and 0,09% at parallel and perpendicular to flow direction respectively, were obtained by 

incorporation of plastomer with lowest crystallinity (13%) at high loading level (70%) 

with compound C. However, since the mechanical properties of this compound was not 

high enough, the optimum compound was considered as compound A containing 70% 

plastomer with medium crystallinity and 30% copolymer PP because it showed low mold 

shrinkage values in parallel (0.19%) and perpendicular (0.2%) to flow direction and 

optimum tensile strength (13.4 MPa), tear strength (74.4 N/mm)  and elongation at break 

(815%) results.  

So, the findings of this study is useful in understanding the micro-events taking place 

during compound process of PP with plastomers, and to explain the necessary PP-

plastomer ratio with desired mechanical traits.    

The second part of the study which was explained in chapter 3, aimed to create cool 

surface on black polymeric materials by preventing the absorption of the part of the 

sunlight that  causes heat accumulation which corresponds to NIR region. For that 

purpose, two types of pigment masterbatches which one of them contains NIR reflective 
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pigment which has property to reflect the light in the NIR region and the other contains 

NIR transparent pigment which has property to transmit  the light in the NIR region were 

investigated. The reflective pigment having inorganic structure contained metal oxides 

and the transparent pigment having organic contained perylene structure. These pigments 

were incorporated into TPO sample C that was formulated in the first part of the thesis 

with lowest mold shrinkage values. These compounds with cool black pigments were 

compared with the compounds containing conventional pigments such as carbon black 

for its black color and titanium dioxide for its best NIR reflection property with white 

color. Also, compounds containing mixture of the cool black pigments in certain loading 

levels were studied in order to observe the behavior of these pigments together in a 

compound. The result of the pigment addition into TPO compound yielded thermal and 

physical/mechanical properties. Reflective pigment showed a significant decrease in the 

surface temperature of the compound with 25% temperature change comparing to carbon 

black. Even, at high loading level it cooled down the surface temperature more than 

titanium dioxide despite to its white color whereas transparent pigment addition was not 

effective enough to decrease the surface temperature of the compound and remained 

limited only with 17% temperature change comparing to carbon black. By the addition of 

reflective pigment, the surface temperature of compound with conventional carbon black 

pigment was managed to decreased from 100 ⁰C to 70 ⁰C. Additionally, compounds 

having both pigments as mixed samples also showed considerable result. Between the 

compounds having constant transparent pigment loading but increasing reflective 

pigment loading (samples MIX_2, MIX_3 and MIX_4), increasing reflective pigment 

showed a significant decrease on the surface temperature. On the other hand, between the 

compound having constant reflective pigment loading but increasing transparent pigment 

loading (samples MIX_1, MIX_3 and MIX_5) showed higher decrease on the surface 

temperature. In other word, in mixed state, increasing transparent pigment loading was 

more effective on decreasing surface temperature. So, according to these results, MIX_5 

having 2% reflective pigment and 0.4% transparent pigment yielded the best surface 

temperature result with 28.2% surface temperature. Additionally, MIX_5 (2% reflective 

pigment + 0.40% transparent pigment) ensured higher decrease in surface temperature 

with lower inorganic reflective pigment content comparing to REF_3 (3.70% reflective 

pigment) which is the compound with highest inorganic pigment content and highest 

decrease in surface temperature among the compounds with only addition of  one type of 

pigment. That is to say, preparation of mixed samples provided better surface temperature 
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performance (28.2% surface temperature decrease) with sample MIX_5, having lower 

inorganic content but higher decrease in surface temperature than REF_3 due to addition 

of organic transparent pigment.   

When the physical and mechanical results were considered, mold shrinkage, tensile 

strength at break and elongation at break results showed that addition of reflective 

pigment encouraged the increase of the values due to its nucleating agent property 

whereas addition of transparent pigment was not as effective as reflective pigment. 

Although, the increase in tensile strength and elongation at break are favorable, the 

increase in mold shrinkage is not desired. So, the optimum results of mechanical 

properties and the mold shrinkage was obtained by mixed samples. Among the mixed 

samples, the highest mechanical results were obtained with MIX_4 but also had high 

mold shrinkage values. The best low mold shrinkage values were obtained with MIX_2 

but without sufficient mechanical properties and surface temperature decrease. So, the 

optimum TPO compound with high tensile strength and elongation at break, low mold 

shrinkage value and low surface temperature with black color was considered as the 

sample MIX_5 having 28.2% surface temperature decrease, 9.04 MPa tensile strength, 

1200% elongation at break and  with mold shrinkage values of 0.61% and 0.11% at 

directions parallel and perpendicular to flow respectively.  

In conclusion, this master thesis study managed to obtain TPO compound having cool 

surface on black polymeric materials by preventing the absorption of light at NIR region 

with desired mechanical properties and low mold shrinkage values.   
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